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(Top 100 Guitar Book Series). Sing and play the most popular praise and worship songs with this

easy-to-use songbook. Includes complete lyrics, chord symbols and guitar chord diagrams for 100

songs, including: As the Deer * Come, Now Is the Time to Worship * I Could Sing of Your Love

Forever * Lord, I Lift Your Name on High * Open the Eyes of My Heart * Rock of Ages * and dozens

more. 6 x 9, 154 pages.
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I bought this for my daughter last year for Christmas. She started last Aug teaching herself guitar.

She likes this book because it shows a tab chart for each chord in the beginning of each song, so if

it is not a chord she is familiar with, she can learn a new one. This book has a lot of great songs in

it. As a previous reviewer stated, it is a bit small and hard to see at times to be practical. Would

recommend this book and others in the series. :)

I love it....It has a lot of songs that I enjoy playing, and it has sometimes a better, fuller chord

progression than some other, bigger books. For new guitarists, this book has the chord diagrams

written before each song, so you know exactly what to play......this book rocks!

This is not bad for what it's worth. It's a lot of songs for the price... yeah, it's kinda small ... but since

this book has no capo at all (!!!), you can use the capo to clamp down the pages in this book. Due to



the fact that the author doesn't use a capo at all... accuracy is compromised. A few songs just

doesn't have the same tonal quality that is meant for it. They sound about right and a lot of them do

work with the new tonal quality... but some of them just doesn't. Take for instance "Here I am to

Worship"... no capo on the second? We're all used to D, Asus, Em7 and so forth... he throws in E,

Bsus7, F#m... it's manageable but you just lost the whole feeling behind the song in my opinion.

Others actually tend to have a better effect... I can't grab one right off the bat but some do work

better.

I bought this book and one more so I could learn more contemporary songs. The description says

"Includes complete lyrics chord symbols and guitar chord diagrams for 100 songs." What it does

NOT say is there are no notes, except 1-2 measures to start. To learn these songs, I will have to

listen to each one. I thought I was buying music to read.If you know the melodies to these songs,

the chords and lyrics are great, but if you want to learn the melodies, you are out of luck.

This book has many good favorite praise songs for the Christian, however, it is not for the beginning

guitar player. I have been playing several months now and it has some very difficult to handle

chords, especially switching rapidly back and forth. For instance, there is the F#m barre chord which

has the index finger across all the strings on the 2nd fret, skips the third fret, then the 4th and 5th

strings depressed on the fourth fret. It also contains some errors, for instance, on the song "Hear

Our Praises," it calls out an F/A chord, but shows the F chord, then it shows the F chord with a barre

across the first fret, all six strings, and some additional fingerings. I have never seen an F chord

played that way. The song "Majesty," contains 24 different chords. In short, I wouldn't really

recommend this unless you are a good and experienced guitar player with a wide repertoire of

chords.

Songs in this book are great. I prefer having notes as well as chords, but it does state that it is a

chord book. The size is a little small for my eyes.

This book is okay. I'm not using it yet, but I will, eventually. As a beginning guitarist, I can't make this

manychord changes yet. It does have a wide array of songs to choose from though. I look forward

to playing songs fromit before too much longer, I hope.

This book contains awesome songs for worship with guitar chords. My husband was able to pick out



the songs, but there was some difficulty for my 12 year old. If you are a beginner, you may want to

see about an easier book.
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